Spring Finale

For the "un-marching" band at Georgia College to perform at Disney World was a little like buying a motorcycle and then learning to ride it.

The band's recent appearance in the band of Mickey Mouse came as a result of the band having submitted auditions tapes and being selected by a Disney World committee to perform on the basis of the tapes.

When GC band director James Willoughby was notified that the Milledgeville musicians had been chosen to play at the Florida resort, band members thought the world was their oyster.

However, there was a hitch. The GC band is a concert and stage band, not a marching band in the true sense of the word and the type of band Disney World expected.

So, in preparation for the band's trip to Florida, the college band became the local recently of bandmasters learning the rudiments of the cadence count and learning how to march and play at the same time.

The end result? A fine performance at Disney World and a letter of appreciation from entertainment director Dave Oliver, along with a certificate of remembrance plus an invitation to return.

When Willoughby came to the college from the band director's post at Dublin High School five years ago, the GC band numbered 15.

Dr. & Dr. Togetherness

by Bill Muller

Georgia College received a good share of promotions for its faculty from the State Board of Regents. But it also caused a little bit of confusion. When one jobs to speak with Professor Gonzalez, the question comes back, "Which one?"

The unlikely prospect of having a married couple promoted to a full professorship has happened with the elevation of Dr. Hilda and Dr. Aimee Gonzalez to full professor at GC at the same time.

Dr. Jaime, known around campus as "Dr. What?" because he is involved in so many activities and always on the go, is now professor of modern foreign languages. His main objective - Spanish.

Dr. Hilda, warm and always with a kind word, makes her mark educational warmth in mathematics.

The Gonzales' came to GC in 1963 from Tarrant College, where they were department chairs in their respective fields of modern foreign language and mathematics. Both earned their degrees at Matanuska Institute and the University of Havana.

While there does seem some confusion in listing one or the other, we are indeed happy to have them both at Georgia College - and the Colonnade offers congratulations on their dual elevations as full professors.

Smith to Market

by Bill Muller

Larry Smith graduated from Georgia College with a B.B. in Art in 1972. This August he will pick up his second degree as the first Art Marketing Major graduated from the college.

Art Marketing was created for art majors under the department of business administration to prepare students in the area of craft, merchandising and marketing.

The purpose of the specialized field is that graduates will come out as trained personnel to serve in the marketing centers of Georgia and the Southeast and will be equipped to cope with both quantity and specialized marketing problems.

An internship phase of the program is undertaken during the fourth year with the Southern Highland Handicraft Guild of Asheville, N.C. The Guild operates gift shops in the Appalachian area on a year round basis and presents two craftsmen's fairs each year in Asheville.

Larry was content to earn his original degree and seek his fortune in the world. However, when GC announced the new Art Marketing program, he decided to benefit from the in-college and in-the-field work.

It's not that Larry isn't accomplished in his field, he just needs a little more experience. He is a fine, if not outstanding, student. He is smart, quick and fun.

Maxwell Mouth

by Ann News

For about the past week many of you will have noticed strains of music breaking through the constant chime of the Student Union lunch room. This is G.C. College's new radio station, better known as the Maxwell Mouth.

Right now the station is heard only on Maxwell Student Union, but plans are for on the air station within a five mile radius starting fall quarter.

The holding young d.j.'s board each day on the air are various G.C. students who are "learning the ropes" in hopes of being permanent announcers fall quarter. Brian Stutts, a Hughes, is our program daily and we are all becoming familiar with "Dr. Chase", Cliff West, Keith Keeney, Jerry Anderson, Frank Howell, John Landwehr and Al Messer.

The Maxwell Mouth is currently getting a lot of favorable notoriety by the students and all for all the fun and all the excitement that's in our radio daily.


### Editor’s Forum

**Making Lungs Last**

We have long-term survivors who can tell their story, and we have today’s survivors who can speak to those who are still fighting. The fact that we have a meaningful conversation about lung cancer is a testament to the work being done by lung cancer research and advocacy organizations.

**Not Because**

I believe in the power of love to heal. But I’m not sure that I believe in the power of love to cure. I believe that love can make the journey easier, but I don’t believe that love can cure what is incurable.

**Looking You**

The problem is not that you see me with someone else, but that you see me in a way that is not real. You see me with someone else, but you don’t see me with my true self.

**Always**

Don’t say you’ll always love me because you may not mean that. You may not mean that you’ll always love me.

**An Evening’s Dream**

Outside the window evening falls, And overnight snow will be at hand. Then day’s work’s through and chamber calls, From some weary cherubic bed.


### Have You Done Your Good Deed For The Day

**Georgia College Concert & Stage Band**

A special arrangement of the Blood-Sweat and Tears concert repertoire will be performed. This concert band and stage band will perform separately, but they will be led by the same director.

**Be Yourself**

You are unique in every way. There is no one else like you. You have a purpose. You have a mission. You have a role to play in this world. Be yourself. Be true to yourself. Be at peace with yourself.


### The Ultimate Lover

If you can’t hang on to love, let love go. If you can’t hang on to love, let love go.


### Bad Weather

Outside the clouded sky without blue And the stars and moons without a clue. When the weather clears, I see the sun. The leader of a harmony of God.


### Friendship-Reality-Love

Never more I list to hearing and to read, Never more I list to thinking that reflects. Let us walk the friendship of the world.


### In Passing

If we had a new mirror to collect our inner spaces, We would really wish to look.
Heavenly Daze

by Mark Smith

Everyone knows where Heavenly Daze is—where the gold is. It's where the grass is always green, where the sky is blue, and where the sun is always shining. But what many people don't know is that Heavenly Daze is also a place where nature's beauty meets human creativity.

The peaceful setting of Heavenly Daze is perfect for a day of relaxation. The sound of waterfalls and the gentle rustle of leaves provide a serene atmosphere. The colors of the flowers and the trees add a splash of color to the landscape. It's a place where one can truly connect with nature.

The people who live in Heavenly Daze are passionate about their community. They work hard to preserve the beauty of the area and to make it a place where everyone can enjoy the outdoors. They host various events throughout the year, such as festivals and concerts, to bring people together.

In conclusion, Heavenly Daze is a place where nature and creativity come together to create a beautiful environment. It's a place where one can find peace of mind and a sense of community. Whether you are a resident or just visiting, Heavenly Daze is a place that you will never forget.